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Education is irreplaceable, we live in a present-day time where everything appears to alter quickly, it pays to be educated. It is the key factor to outlive within the present situation, where competition is exceptionally near. In fact, one of the main objectives of the Philippine Education are worldwide competitiveness. It is our desire to produce Filipino students who can compete globally.

One of the numerous characters is the school administrator since he plays exceptionally critical part within the educational framework. Section 17, paragraph 2 of the Education Act of the Philippines state that the administration shall be accountable for the efficient and effective administration and management of the school. It is in this manner, the part of the organization to efficient and effectively manage the school. School administration is not a joke. Being a great supervisor is to be able to apply and integrate the information or knowledge analytical approaches and develop by various disciplines. To have these characteristic, a supervisor contains a various function.

One of these is creative management, creative managements is the method by which creativity techniques are made, it moreover includes decision-making. Creative management skills of managers particularly in our educational system is one of the foremost important aspects which a manger must possess. Decision making is imperative. As director must choose on what techniques he is getting to use stimulate individuals together with him, in the workplace achieve maximum fulfillment in each person. No approach in decision making can ensure that the school head will continuously make right choice but he employments rational intelligent and systematic
approach is more likely than the others to come up with quality solution to the issue he faces.
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